
Francis Schaeffer’s How Should We !en Live? 
10-week DVD series overview

1. !e Roman Age
a. Freedom and Values:  where do our human values come from?
b. Loss of truth -> hedonism -> apathy -> anarchy (or totalitarianism)
c. If a society does not base its values on an absolute reference point, it will fail due to internal forces (apathy, 

decadence, rampant sexuality, violence, economic and artistic decline)

2. !e Middle Ages
a. Formed a dichotomy between individual "esh (fallen and sinful) and spirit/reason (perfect) and elevated 

the abstract
b. Intellectual decline and uncertainty, except for monasteries
c. Christianity became “Christendom” (elements of empire-building)

3. !e Renaissance
a. Vs. the Middle Ages, the Renaissance pushed the pendulum too far the opposite way, where the material 

things (even people) are autonomous and elevated above abstract things
b. Aristotle (Christianized by Aquinas) opened the door to humanism by suggesting that individual things 

(even humans) may #ght (or even re-de#ne) their forms:  autonomy (vs. Genesis 1)
c. Problems with this:  

i. #ghting our forms is the de#nition of sin
ii. We cannot bring our own meaning to ourselves

4. !e Reformation
a. A return to revelational authority (break from Pope and Bible in other languages)
b. An understanding that all of life is sacred (no dichotomy, even in vocations)
c. A return to individual salvation (good correction, but also potentially dangerous)

5. !e Revolutionary Age
a. What is the absolute basis for law?  Historically, what has been tried by different civilizations?
b. Human sin is the reason for laws and constitutions, but it must be based on an outside reference point
c. Were the “godless revolutions” a source of freedom and virtue for the people like they claimed?

6. !e Scienti#c Age
a. Early scienti#c revolutionaries operated from Christian principles:  that God created order
b. Without this presupposition, the same theories (cause-and-effect in a closed system) that applied to 

machinery and physics were now applied to humanity (sociology, psychology, psychotherapy)
c. If man is lowered to the level of machinery, then he can be controlled/manipulated chemically

7. !e Age of Non-Reason
a. In a closed system that denies immaterial truths, man must leap to non-reason to make sense of the 

world, #nd a uni#ed #eld of knowledge, and give meaning to existence (essence/existence?)
b. !e naturalists could not live consistently within their worldview, so they jumped head#rst into 

existentialism (Satre – an act of will can validate existence)
c. Only !eism can provide existential meaning to the natural world, while providing rational and 

reasonable grounding in history for our faith (incarnation)
8. !e Age of Fragmentation

 



a. After rejecting pure naturalism and pure existentialism, we have a difficult choice
i. Biblical theism can combine what philosophy has separated: that material, rational man has been 

created with immaterial essence, meaning, and purpose
ii. But accepting this also obligates us to obey the Creator, so man also rejects this
iii. !us, man lives a fragmented existence and tries to make the best of it

b. We often live like pendulums, swinging from purely naturalistic impulses to purely existential impulses, 
depending on the circumstances.

c. Without an understanding that God has invaded history, rationalism leads to extreme pessimism and 
existentialism leads to ungrounded, non-transferable, non-provable optimism

d. Has the university given up hope for #nding a uni#ed answer that can explain all the things in existence, 
both material and abstract?

9. !e Age of Personal Peace and Affluence
a. By the 1960s and 1970s, the prevailing culture had begun to reject all three options:  godless humanism, 

irrational existentialism, and historic Christianity
b. What is left?  Personal peace (freedom from critical thought about your own worldview) and affluence 

(the accumulation of things that bring happiness)
c. More extreme substitutes include psychedelic drugs and far-reaching apathy in young people
d. Politically, humanism took the form of the New Left (communism in many forms): attempts to build and 

regulate ideal human societies
i. However, these are always built on natural law and thus always de-humanize
ii. In addition, it does not account for human sin, redemption, or meaning/purpose

10. Final Choices
a. As the historic Christian worldview declines in culture, what absolute will reign?

i. Social majority?  A network of elites in privileged positions?
ii. Where will the ruling people #nd their ethics?

b. What are the boundaries on government?
i. !e “Christian consensus” supplied the foundations for individual freedom
ii. With that foundation gone, how deeply does government delve into our problems?
iii. If government is given absolute power, it will be threatened by any other absolute system 

(Christianity and other worldviews with absolute morals are challengers)
c. Variable, sociological law

i. Even our legislation, which was based on unchanging human truths (restraining sin), is adapted to 
the spirit of the day

ii. If we are promised personal peace and prosperity, will we challenge moral evil?
d. Eventually, even personal peace and affluence will crumble as motivators

i. !e alternatives are imposed order or a reaffirmation of the foundations for individual liberty and 
individual meaning (historic Christianity)

ii. However, Christianity cannot be offered as the answer to a social/economic answer:  the 
byproducts of Christianity are not enough motivation for its social acceptance

iii. Like Paul in Athens, we must say “your view does not account for origins, the uniqueness of man, 
or the meaning of his existence, and yet you suppress the only reasonable explanation!”


